An interferometric form of Fermat's principle is presented for redatuming PS transmission traveltimes to be those for sources lowered to the target body. The velocity model does not need to be known for redatuming, so the distorting effects of uninteresting parts of the velocity model and statics are eliminated by this target-oriented approach. Thus, traveltime tomography applied to the redatumed PS traveltimes has the potential for higher resolution of that target body's velocity distribution from earthquake and VSP data.
Introduction Schuster (2005a,b) developed interferometric forms of Fermat's principle to kinematically redatum Pp reflection traveltimes so the distant sources and receivers are virtually relocated to the reflecting interface of interest. Thus, any traveltime residuals associated with the redatumed reflections are isolated to the layer of interest and can lead to a high resolution estimate of that layer's velocity distribution. We now present a related theory for kinematically redatuming transmission PS traveltimes so that distant sources are relocated to the interface of interest. Here, we use the convention of upper (lower) case letters for a transmitted (reflection) arrival.
The first part of this paper presents the interferometric form of Fermat's principle for reflection traveltimes, and then discusses its possible use with synthetic data. The last section summarizes the contents of this paper.
Theory
We assume the VSP geometry shown in Figure 1a , where transmitted PP and PS waves are respectively measured at g and g along a well string. The goal is to redatum the VSP data without knowing the velocity model so that surface sources are virtually relocated to be along the well string as shown in Figure 1b . In this way the redatumed VSP data become single well imaging (SWI) data with the potential for increasing the resolution of PS traveltime tomography in the target zone between the well and the nearby salt flank. The velocity model outside of the target layer is denoted as the exterior velocity. Interferometric VSP Traveltime Tomography. Assume that the transmission PS and PP traveltimes from the surface source at s to the buried geophones are obtained for a dense distribution of surface sources and geophones along the deviated well. The specular transmission PS and PP raypaths honor Snell's law everywhere, where τ
) denotes the specular transmission time for a P S (P P ) wave to propagate from the source at s to the geophone at g (g), as shown in Figure 3b . Here, the superscripts P and S in the traveltimes refer to the P-and S-waves. It is assumed that for a pair of fixed geophone positions g and g in the well, we can always find a source position s * and a salt boundary point x * 0 such that they intercept the specular PS ray s * x * 0 g and PP ray s * x * 0 g shown in Figure 1a . According to Fermat's principle, the difference between diffraction and neighboring specular traveltimes for Figure 3b is greater than or equal to zero:
for any source position s on the surface. These differences are never zero unless the source point at s coincides with the specular source point s * shown in Figure 3a , where only one unique minimum point is assumed for the model of interest. In this case:
which says that functions f1(s) and f2(s) are both zero and stationary at the same stationary point s * . Thus, their difference is also zero and stationary at s * , i.e.,
or rearranging we get Fermat's interferometric principle for VSP to SWI redatuming of PS traveltimes:
where stat s denotes the operation of finding the stationary point for all source points s on the surface. Experiments show that intefaces with rough topography yield PS Interferometric Tomography many stationary points that are not necessarily associated with a specular PS ray. The traveltime [τ
g ] in equation 5 is the same as that for a S wave excited by a source at g that propagates toward x * 0 , which then reflects back as a P wave toward g, as shown in Figure 1b . Thus, the source has been redatumed to be at g along the well with the advanced excitation time of −2τ
If the sources are located at depth and the receivers are on the surface then we have the geometry of an IVSP (inverse vertical seismic profile) experiment or that of an earthquake, as shown in Figure 2 . In this case, Fermat's principle in equation 5 is applicable, except the earthquake PS and PP traveltimes for buried sources are transformed to be equivalent to Sp reflection traveltimes from a CDP experiment. And similar to the VSP case, the source is initiated at the advanced excitation time of −2τ
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The next step after redatuming the VSP traveltimes to be SWI traveltimes is to tomographically invert the datã τ
g for the velocity distribution between the well and the salt flank. In this case, the data to be inverted are not absolute traveltimes but are the temporal difference between PP and PS arrivalsτ
g (see right-handside of equation 5). Inverting traveltime differences between different arrivals is known as interferometric traveltime tomography and was shown by Zhou and Schuster (2000) to be effective in roughly estimating velocity tomograms from synthetic crosswell data.
There are two problems in inverting traveltime differences associated with the virtual SW I geometry seen in Figure 1b . First, the traveltime residual is now smeared over two raypaths in the SWI figure, leading to poorer resolution compared to inverting the actual traveltime of wave propagation. However, acceptable tomographic results can sometimes be achieved as shown in the crosswell tomographic example of Zhou and Schuster (2000) . The other problem is that inverting traveltime differences leads to the loss of low wavenumber information about the slowness model. This should not be too surprising because differencing the data is roughly equivalent to a discrete differentiation of the data, which will eliminate the DC components in the data and therefore eliminate the DC components in the inverted model. Therefore, any interferometric tomography algorithm applied to crosswell data should include a procedure to incorporate an estimated low wavenumber estimate of the model spectrum into the inversion.
The following procedure is suggested for PS interferometric tomography.
1. Pick PP and PS traveltimes in the data and implement equation 5 to getδτ (g, g ) =τ
g . This allows one to identify the pair of specular geophone positions (g, g ) that correspond to the common PS conversion point x * 0 along the salt flank. 2. For each pair of specular geophones, estimate the slope dt/dz of the P P arrival in the common common shot gather (CSG) to determine the appropriate angle of the PP ray that intercepts g. Similarly, use the slope dt/dz of P S arrivals in the CSG to determine the PS ray that intercepts g . These rays intercept at the common salt flank location x * 0 location for all appropriate source locations.
3. From the estimated x * 0 locations an estimate for the salt flank geometry is made. Raytracing can then be used to update the predicted traveltime differences δτ (g, g )
pred. = τ
g , and their residual δτ (g, g )
pred. −δτ (g, g ) can be minimized by appropriate tomographic updates of the velocity model. This is similar to stereotomography (Billete and Lambar, 1998), except residuals of traveltime differences are smeared along the raypaths to update the velocity model.
Numerical Test
Traces were simulated for the Figure 4 model with a single scattering Lippmann-Schwinger equation modeling code that employed a shooting ray-tracing method with ray bending. A checkerboard weathering layer at the near surface was overlaid on the upper part of the SEG/EAGE fault model. The P-to-S velocity ratio is taken to be √ 3. Direct P waves and converted S waves from the base of the shallow checkerboard weathering zone are calculated. The sources are along the right side of the model and receivers are along the surface. Both the sources and receivers have a spacing of 10 m. Here near offset receiver pairs are selected to calculate P S and P P traveltime differences τ (s) = [(τ
and minimum (stationary) traveltime differences (see equation 5) are considered as virtual SWI traveltimesτ
and inverted to generate the tomogram in Figure 5 . The checkerboard's low velocities are estimated by dividing the theoretical raypath (which is calculated by Snell's law) by the associated SWI traveltime. There is generally good agreement between the reconstructed and the actual velocity profile as shown in Figure 5 .
Conclusion
Fermat's interferometric principle is presented that redatums the PS traveltimes for a distant source to be those for a source close to the target body. This target-oriented redatuming allows for, in principle, a high resolution estimate of the layer's velocity distribution and partly overcomes the distortion associated with statics, the overburden and the smearing of traveltime residuals over long
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raypaths. This procedure is also valid for the earthquake problem where PS data excited by deep earthquakes are recorded by geophones on the free surface. 1  1  2  2  2 3  3  3  4  4  4 5  5  5  6  6  6 7  7  7  8  8  8 9  9 Figure 4) 
